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1•IONI'i'OH PHOHLt.:;MS 

1. 'A' Monitor comes on with Power. 

C3 shorted to QBE 
CHl bad. C52. IC2. IC5 

Signa l 8oard 
Signa l Board 

2. No 'A' Monitor switching wlien going into Hecord. 

IC2, IC5 bad. Signal l:3oard 

3. No output from Monitor Amp. 

Ql2 installed wrong. Signal Board 

4. '8' l amp does not light when Signal Hoard is installed. Does not come 
on with Power. 

CR6, IC2, res, CRl Bad. 
C52 backwards . 

Signal jjoard 
Signal Board 

5. Track swit ches from 'A' to '1:3' Monitor when going in and out of Sync . 

6. 

Q6 installed backwards . Signal Board 

Signal Board switch es fom 'A' to ' B' Mode a few seconds after board bas 
bee n installed. 

Cl install ed backwards . Signa l Board 
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7. Track switches from 'B' to 'A' Monitor when going into Sync. 

RS wrong value. Signal Board 

8. No output from monitor Amp. +28v on pin 10 of IC4. 
ClO backwards. Signal Board 

9. Machine will not go into 'B' mode when boards are plugged in. Will not 
go into 'B' mode from Master. Will go into 'B' from Function Bd., but 
would go back to 'A' when 'B' was punched out. 

+15v on Power Supply gone or very low. 

10. Hi frequency osc. in output. Both speeds. Sync & Normal. 

Add C61 - .001 across R28 in Monitor Amp. 

11. With Master 'A' & 'B' out, a single track put into 'A' causes all tracks 
to switch to 'A'. 

CR8 pn Signal Board shorted~ 

12. Meter pegs any time Mode or Function switches are pressed when in Normal 
Repro. 

C49 leaky on Signal Board. 



13. Meter spikes when switching between 'A' & 'B', or between Sync and 
Hepro. · 

Q35 breaking down on Signal Board. 

14. "Input" signal bleeds over into "Output 11 in Standby, at some lower level 
(-lOdB). 

Qll leaking. 

2 _J 
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ME.'TEH PHOBLEMS 

1. Meter spikes when Sync pressed or released. 

Q34, Q35, C44 backwards. Signal Board 

2. Hef level on VU meter increases when switching from LO to HI speed. 

CR9 shorted. Signal Board 

3. lSkHz Align. tone pegs meter going from HI to LO speed. 

C39, C41 open. Signal Board 

, 

4. Sync indication on VU meter slow in coming up. 

C35 on Signal Board. 

5. Meter spikes when switching from 'A' to 'B' and vice-versa 

ca, IC4 on Signal Board 

6. 

Q34, Q35 on Signal Board 

Signal on VU meter comes up quicker than other tracks when punching Sync 
in and out. 

C35 backwards on Signal Board. 

4 
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7. Meter spikes going in and out of Sync with 'B' punched up. Meter also 
spikes in Normal Hepro when punching in 'A' or 'B' Monitors. 

C49 leaky on Signal Board. 

8. Meter spikes when Sync is punched in and out. Sync output low. 

C44 Backwards on Signal Board 

9. Sync Hef varies on VU meter each time Sync pressed. Sometimes comes up 
to Hef slow _ly, other times up to -3 or -2 or +l. 

• 
Sync relay on Signal Board. 

I 
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BIAS PHOl:lLEMS 

1. Lo Bias and Erase I. 

VRl, T4 on Signal Board 

Cl7 backwards. L2 open on Signal l:loard. 

2. Bia s t urn ed on when not in Record. 

Q8 shorted. Q7 bad . Vactec shorted on Signa l Board. 

3. Erase cur ren t drops off afte r being in Record fo r a few minutes . 

Vactec 

4. Bias trap tuned with s lug of L3 part way out. 

C25 i s .00 68 instead of .0047 

5 . Bias turned on in Sync . 

Rl38 wrong value on Signa l Board 

6 . No Bias or Erase . 

Eyel et at j unction of Rl 32 & Rl38 
not making to trace. 

Vkl Bad. 
Signal Board 
Signal Board 

- ----- ---- ---- - - - . ... 



7. Hias trap won't trap. Bias will not overbias. 

Ql4 & Ql5 on Signal Board 

8. Low Erase current. 

T4, 016 & Ql7. 
Vactec bad. 

R33 wrong value. 

9. Will overbias at 15 IPS, but won't go SdB over at 30 IPS. Only about 
9-10 dB over at 15 IPS. 

· C25 leaky or open on Signal Board. 

10. A single track will fold up when all tracks are put into Record. 

R2 wrong value on Signal Board. 

7 
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RECOHD PkOBLEMS 

Lo end response of Rec. Amp down at Lo speed. 

Q9 shorted. Jumper broken or not to ElO & El3 
Q20 bad. R53 open. IC4 bad. R54. 

2. Both Hee. Equal. on at Lo speed. 

QH:I s horted. Cl8 shorted . Hl28, Hl2~ wrong value. 

3. Not enough gain from IC3; Lo End down. DC voltage at Pin 10 = 6v. 

C~3 backwards. 

4. "Pops " in Hecord. 

C24, IC2, Q23, ICS on Signal Board 

5 Thumps comii:ig out of Record 

IC2 on Signal Board 

6. Hwnble in Hecord - Caused by Erase circuit . 

R36 or H37 wrong value. C27 backwards . 
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I 7. 15kHz down 2dB in Record with lOkHz at OVU. lSkHz slowly drops off as 

Hecord warms up. 

IC3 on Signal Board 

8. While in Play, machine will go into kecord by pushing 11Hecord 11 on Hemote 
without pushing "Play" at the same time. 

CHll shorted on Master Heroote 

9. With machine in Sync (Sync lamps bright), pressing in Record buttons on 
Function boards causes Sync lamps to go dim. If Record on Master Remote 
is then pressed, Sync lamps will then go bright. 

CRlO on Master Remote - Rev. bias res. lo 

10. Record lamps on bright without being in Record mode. 

Q8 on Master Remote shorted 

11. Low fre,quency down in Record. 

C23 wrong value. Hecord head cable not soldered to Signal Mother 
Board, or cold soldered 

12. Too much Hi End in Record at Hi speed. 

Ql9 (Lo speed FET) not turning off. 

9 
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13. Record noisy. 

IC3, Q23, C24 

14. Machine will not drop out of Rec. when going from Record to ~·or. or Rew. 
Rec. lamp stays on. OK going from Rec. to Stop. 

Play Flip-Flop bad. 

15. •roo much Hi End in Rec. at Lo speed. Cannot bring !Ok down to OVU. Hi 
speed OK. 

Q23 bad. Ql8 (Hi speed F'ET) not turning off. 

16. Hi end too high in Record at both speeds. 

Rl32 on Sig. Board 100k instead of lk. C56 missing or open 

17. No output from Record Amp. Q21 & R60 burn up. 

C2,4 backwards or shorted. 

18. Lo end too hi in Record. 

C53 backwards 
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19. No output from Record Amp. +28v on Pin 10 of IC3. 

C21 shorted - washer missing? 

20. Lo Freq. too hi in Record at Hi speed. 

Q20 not turning on, Rl3 open or missing 
C27 backwards or shorted. 

21. No output in Record. 

Cl9, 21 or 27 shorted. 

22. No output from Record Amp. +28 Volts on Pin 10 of IC3. 

C2l shorted. 

23. Sync relays come up when Record buttons on ~·unction boards are pressed. 

Q3 bad on Master Renote. 

24. While in Play, machine will go into Record by pushing Record on Reioote 
without pushing Play at the same time. 

CRll on Master Remote shorted. 

··-- -----·-- -· - -- ····----- . 
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25. Hi 2nd Harmonic Distortion. 

023. CS wrong value. 

26. Too much hi end at lo speed. · 

018 (Hi Speed i'ET) not turning off 

27. No hi end. Both Speeds 

IC3 bad. 

28. Noisy in Lo speed only. 

018 (Hi Speed .C.'ET) bad 

29. Hi level of Hiss on Lo speed only. 

Ql8 (Hi Speed FET) bad 

30 With machine in Run/Rec; no A-B punched up,~ Function card displays 
flashing Record lamp when that track's Sync button depressed. Neither A 
nor B lamps light on Function card. 

CR5 on Function Board breaking down, it checked good. 

12 
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31. Will overbias at 15 IPS, but won't go 5dB over at 30. Only about 9dB 
over at 15 IPS. 

C25 leaky or open on Signal Board. 

32. Goes into Record when Play button only depressed. 

Q9 on Logic lioard wrong sex or bad. Record Flip-Flop. 

33. Machine drops out of Record. Stays in Play. All Record lamps go out 
(Mode control). 

CR12 on Logic Board bad. 

34. Machine records "Ignition" noise on tape when in Sync, after having left 
Record. 

CRl on Master Remote breaking down with temp, causing Sync relays 
to chatter and Record to be on when in Sync. 

35. No Heco.,rd flashing when bias removed. 

CRl on FW1ction Switch bad. 

36. Hecord flashing with sufficient Erase Bias. 

CRl bad on Function Switch. 

. ·- ----- - --- ----- __ .- ---------·-·· ____ ~ ----· -- --~--------
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37. Punch out "Pops" on tape (A s ingle track) 

ICS on Signal Board 

38. No output in Hecord. Both Sµeeds. Positive 1/2 of Sine at Pin 10 of 
IC3. 

Q21 open B-E. 

• 
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SYNC PH08LEMS 

1. No Syhc Repro. 

H82 wrong value. Kl bad. C57 leaky. 

2. Signal out in Standby with Sync punched up. 

Q23 bad. 

3. Sync oscillates at 15 IPS when slope pot i s turned up to -3VU. 

'1'3 bad on Signal Board. 

4. Tracks go into Sync when Function Hecord buttons are pressed with Sync 
butt ons depressed and Mas t er Cue depr esse d. 

Q3 bad on Master Hernote. 

' S. Sync (elays come up when Recor d butt ons on Function Boards are pr essed. 

Q3 bad on Master Hemote. 

6. Machine will not drop out of Sync from Master Rerrote. 

QS bad on Master Hemote. 

IS 
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7. Low output in Sync. 

Sync Transformer. C52 backwards. 
Q25, Q26 both on. 

8. Phase reversal in Sync 

Sync transformer l eads crossed. 

9. Will not drop out of Sync consistently using Cue switch on Master Remote 
(Meters drop off). Sync l amp goes out. OK using Function switch. 

Back biased R or CR2 on Function Board low. 
CHl on Signal Boar d bad. 

10. Sync circuit muted in Stop & Play modes . 

C30 on Logic s hor ted or l ea ky. 

11. Sync Lamps won't go bright when Cue i s punched up . Cue l amp woul d come 
on dim., Sync rel ays woul d ene rgize. Vol tage across Cue lamp would drop 
to 15v. 

QS bad on Master Remote . 

12. Oscillati on in Sync mode at h i Speed . 

'1'3 on Signa l Boar d. Hee Head cab l e s hor ted . 
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13. All tracks will not drop out of Sync using Cue on Master Remote. Sync 
lamps do go dim and bright. 

Bad Function Board. 

14. Sync relays chatter when dropping out of Sync, using Cue on Master 
Hemote. 

CRl bad on Signal Board. 

15. With machine in Sync (Sync lamps bright), pressing in Hecord buttons on 
~·unction boards caused Sync lamps to go dim. If Record on Master is 
then pressed, Sync lamps will then go bright again. 

CHl on Master Remote. Rev. bias res. low. 

16. Sync Ref varies on VU meter each time Sync is punched up. Sometimes 
comes up to Ref very slowly, other times comes up to -3 or -2 or +l. 

Sync Relay • 

. 
17. Sync indication on VU meter slow in coming up. 

C35 on Signal Board. 

18. Sync level drops off as board wanns up; or, no Sync·output. 

C38 Backwards 



1~. Track will not drop out of Sync. 

CRl leaky or is the clear type of 1N270 on the Signal Board. 

20. Steady oscillation in Sync. 

Q23. 

21. Pulsing oscillation in Sync. 

C57. 

22 Lo freq. osc. in Sync - both speeds . 

R81 is 274k ins tead of 27.4k. 

23. Sync hi end way down at Lo speed . 

T3 bad . 

24 . Low Rep or Sync out . Lo fr eq way down. 

Q32 or Q33 backwards. 

25. Sync very noisy - 44dB down. 

C C57, R81. 
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26. Track will not drop out of Sync from Master Remote, but will from 
Function Board. 

Ot2 on I-'unction Hoard - Back-bias res. low. 
CH4 on Jlunction Board - Back-bias res. low. 

27 No output in Sync. 2v on Q30 - C. 1.5v on Q24 - c. 

Q33 shorted. 

28. Sync noisy. 

C38 on Signal Board. 

2~. Sync indication does not drop off when switching between Sync and Normal 
and Sync. 

R57 wrong value. 

30. 700Hz from Cal tape pegs meter in Sync when switching from Hi to Lo 
speed. , 

H88 10k instead of 100k. C45 bad. 

31. No. output in Sync. 6v on Q24, Q30 collector. 

C26 leaky. R65 wrong value. R86 shorted. 
Cl2 bad. 

;9 
t 
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L· 32. Sync relay energ i zed in Hecord. 

CHl open . 

33. Meter spikes going in and out of Sync with 'B' Monitor punched up. 
Meter also spikes in Normal Repro when punching in ' A' or ' B' Moni tor . 

C49 l eaky. Q35 or Q34 bad. 

34. No outpu t in Sync . 2v on Q24-C 18v on Q30-C. 

C34 backwards . 

35. Track switch es from 'A' to 'B' Monitor when go i ng in and out of Sync. 

Q6 backwar ds on Sig nal Board. 

36. No output i n Sync . 4V on Q24- C. 2.4V on Q30-C. 

Q33 short ed B to C. 

37. Meter sp i kes when Sync i s punched i n and out . Sync outpu t low . 

C44 backward s. 

( 38. No output in Sync. 2.5v on Q24-C, Q30-C. 
-. . 

Q30 installed wrong . 
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39. No output in Sync. 4V on Q24-C. 3v on Q30--C 

C38 backwards. 

40. Sync noisy - 54dB. 

Cl2. 

41. Lo output in Sync. 

C34 backwards. C26. 

42. Sync noisy - Lo freq rumble - 62dli. 

C26. 

' 43. Lo end bi in Sync at Lo speed. 

R88 is 180k. 

44. Board will not go into Sync. Q34 does not turn on. 

CR5 installed backwards on Signal Board. 

21 
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45. No output in Sync • . 8v on Q28-C. 2v on Q30-C. 

RBS wrong valu e. Very low. 

46. Lo freq down in Sync. 

C34 backwards . 

47. Track switches from 'B' to 'A' Monitor when going into Sync. 

RS wrong value . Q23 bad. 

48. Hi end down in Sync & Nonnal Repro at both speeds . 

CS wrong value. 

49 No output in Sync. 17.Sv on Q28 & Q30 collectors. 

R87 installed with 270k 

50. Board will not drop out of Sync from Mas ter Remote. OK using Function 
board. 

CR4 on Functio n board - Lo rev. bias res. 
CR2 on Function boar d - Lo rev. bias res . 

51. Lo freq down in Sync. 4v on Q24 & Q30 collectors. 

C52 backwards . 

'22 
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52. Input signal heard in output when Sync punched up. Machine in-standby, 
Output punched, light OK, yet input signal comes through 010 when Sync 
punched up. Switches from 'B' to 'A' Monitor with ~ync - no lights. 

Q23 bad. 

53. Oscillation in Sync and Normal Repro at Lo speed only. Hi speed OK. 

ICl bad - Both speeds on at once. 

54. F'rying or sizzling noise in Sync - both speeds. 

Ql4, QlS in Bias Amplifier. 

55. Oscillation in Sync at both speeds. On +28v line. Normal Repro OK. 

IC3 - Record Amp. oscillating. Getting into +28v. 
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NORMAL REPRO PROBLEMS 

1. No Repro output from Cal tape. 

Q31 in wrong. Q32 shorted. R94 wrong value. 
R84 open. C43 backwards. 

2. Hi speed Repro - Hi end too high 

Q28 Bad. 

3. Signal jumpy at 15kHz 

Repro input coax at Sig Board not grounded. 

4. No Repro out. 

R84 open. 

5. Cal Tape - 700Hz level changes gain from hi to lo speed . 

C39, 40, 41, 42 wrong value. Fets Q25 thru Q28. 

6. Crossover distortion in rronitor amp. 

CRlO, CR19. 
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7. Track oscillate in Repro at hi speed. Meter pegs. OK in Sync. 

ICl bad. 029, 031. 

8. Repro noisy. 

Q29, 31, 34. C33, H83, R84. 

9. Peak pots will not adjust hi enough. 

C45 - C48. 

10. Too much Repro hi end. Cannot be brought down below 0VU with equalizer 
pots. 

Equalizer Ft'TS bad. 

11. Lo freq down in repro. Q29-C at 3V. Q30-C 15V. 

C36 backwards. 

12. Repro hi end down. 

Rl27 wrong value. 

13. 1'oo much Repro output at hi speed. 

C42. 

------ -· - . - ---------- ~----------------- ··--: ---~- ----- - -------·---· --~---- -------- _____ __,,_ ,--~-._......-
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14. No Hepro out. 16V on Q29 and Q30 co l lectors. 

C37 bad . 

15. Lo freq. down in Repro . 

C36 backwards. 

16 . Hi freq . osc il lat i on in Hepro. Bot h speeds . 

!Cl bad. 

17. No Hepro out. 2V on Q29-C. 20V on Q31- C. 

Incr ease in R74's resistance. 400kr . 

18 . Pulsing. oscillation in Repro . 

C36. 

19 . HE' peak pot does not adju s t properly . Only about 3dB. 

27mH coil bad . L7 or LB. 

26 
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20. Oscillation in normal Repro and Sync at lo speed only. Hi speed OK. 

ICl bad - both speeds on at once. 

21. Distortion on negative half of sine wave. Both speeds. Sync OK. Sine 
flattened. 

R84 wrong value. 22k instead of 220k. 

'27 
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FORWARD & Rt'WIND PROBLEMS 

1. Machine goes into Rewind when power is applied. 

Q5 and Q8 on mtr driver. 

2. Machine goes into tension rel ease mode when going from Rewind or For ward 
to Play unless Play button held down. 

CR56, CR55 on logic board . 

3. Holding down Forward button with machine in Forward & punching Play a t 
the same time, tape will come to s top, but will not go into Forward 
again. 

Q20 on logic shorted . 

4. Machine goes int o Rewind when tape is thre aded . Rewind l amp does not 
come on. 

CR.109 shorted. 
All on l ogic. 

CR122 short ed, 
Ql5 open. 

Q42 sho rt ed . 

5. Rewind and Forward speeds slow in hi tension mode. 

CR115 shorte d on l ogic. 

6. No reel braking going from Forward, Rewind or Play to Sto p. 

·1n · - U 
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7. Rewind very slow. No braking going from Forward or Play to Stop. 

Q41 not turning on completely. 

8. No reel braking going from Rewind or Forward to Play. 

CR84 open. 

9. Will not lock up in Forward or Rewind. 

CR134 open. 

10. Going from Rewind or F'orward to Stop. Lifter drops out immediately when 
Stop is pressed. 

ffi87 forward resistance too high. 

' 11. No reel braking going from Rewind or Forward to Stop. 

CR46 open. 

12. Does not latch up in Rewind. Rewind switch must be held down. 

CH86 open. 
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13. Hew ind lamp comes on with power. Goes into Rewind when photocell is 
blocked. 

CR14 open. 

14. Takeup iootor goes into i'ast Forward mode when EOT is blocked. 

Q21 shorted. Ql9 open. CR112 reverse bias resistance too low. 

15. Machine goes into Rewind when tape is threaded. Rewind lamp lights. 

Ql5 on logic board shorted. 

16. Tape lifter and head doors drop out inmediately when Stop is pressed, 
going from Forward or Rewind. Lifter and doors do not open going from 
Play to Stop. 

CR87 on logic. 

17. No reel braking in Forward or Play on supply mtr. No Rewind. 

' Hl59 open (hi tensions - too much). 

18. With Record ready punched up on an individual track, that track is not 
muted in Forward or Rewind. +12V on NSR line. 

Q3 bad on Master Remote. Checks good. 

JO 
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19. When tape runs out in Forward or Rewind, lamp stays lit. When tape 
rethreaded, takes off in direction lamp indicates. 

CR55, CR56 on logic. 

--·----··-··--·.....I 
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PLAY PROBLEMS 

1. No ree l brak i ng go i ng fr om Play to Stop. 

CRl on logic board. 

2. Too much Stop tension . 

Q23 turned on . CR41 shor ted. C6 

3. No braking going from Forward to Play to Stop. 

CR84 forwa rd resistance too high or open . 

4. Machine does not drop out of Pla y when Stop i s pressed . Machine is in 
Stop and Play simultan eously. Play and Stop l amps lit . 

CR8 on l og ic board. 

5 . Pul se width of Servo will not adjust out to 20usec. at 15 IPS . 

IC4 on se rvo card. 

6 . No br ak i ng going from Play or Forward t o Sto p. Rewind ve r y slo w. 

Q41 on l og ic not turning on completel y . 
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7. Machine drops out of standby when Play button is give n a quick tap . 

CR41 open on l ogic board. 

8 . Machine oscillates between Play and Stop when Play corrmand is given. 
Play lamp stays on . 

CRl bad on logic. 

9 . Capstan ser vo del ayed top long before starting when Pla y pressed . --
Ql4 on logic bad. 

10. Servo does not start. ---CRl on ser vo board. 

11. Servo runs away. -
ICl on ser vo board. 

I.)_~ 
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MISC._ TAANS._ PROBLEMS 

1. Supply motor sluggish. 

Cl6 on logic 

2. Lifter comes out when Power is applied. 

3. 

4. 

CRl open. CH126 shorted. CR130 rev. res. too low 
See 115 

Head doors won't open. 

CR95 open. 

Mute defeat doesn't work in Hewind. 

C23 is installed in logic. 

5. Incoming puck comes in when Power is applied. 

Q28 on logic board. 

6. Tension modes 2 and 3 don't work. 

Q45 and Q46 on logic board. 
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7. Edit does not operate properly. While in Edit and Play and Stop is 
pressed, Edit relay drops out for a moment. Doors open i1T1T1ediately and 
lifter comes out. 

Q20 sho rted on logic board. 

8. Reel motors loose tension going into Stop (momentarily) with Mute Defeat 
on. Mute Defea t lamp goes out momentar ily. 

CH25 is installed on logic boar d 
See 19 

9. If Mute Defeat lamp does not go out momentar ily . 

CR42 in sta lled. 

• 

10. Heel rrotors lo se standby tension when Mute Defeat is ac tivated. 

CR34 in sta lled. 

11. Stop l~ght does not go out, failsafe relay does not deenerg i ze when 
photocell is blocked . 

CR54 hi forward resi stance , or open. 

12. Machin e does not go into Standby. Stop flip-flop will not latch up. 

CH134 open. CR9 open or high forward r esista nce ; 
more th an .7V drop. 



13. Supply motor takes off when tape is threaded. 

CR109 open. 

14. In Standby, with all tracks (24) in Sync, when Master Sync in pressed 
the Standby tension increases. 

Bad soldering on +28V trans. terminal strip. adjacent to Capstan 
mtr. assy. 

15. lLifter comes out when Power applied and 2ooors don't close and lifter 
doesn't go in when Play entered. 

CH130 rev. res too low. 
See i2 

16. Tape lifter drops in and out in Forward and Rewind. 

CRlOO breaking down. 

17. with Repord ready pWlched up on a track, that track is not muted in 
Forward or Rewind. +12V on NSR line. 

Q3 bad on Master Rerrote. Checked good. 

18. When tape runs out in Forward or Rewind, lamp stays lit. When tape is 
rethreaded, takes off in direction lamp indicates. 

CR55, CR56 on logic board. 
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SELECTAKE II PROBLEMS 

1. "Locate" falls out unless button held in. Returns to Stop. 

VRl - 12V Zener open on processor board. 
VRl - still 1N751A - not changed. 

2. When Power applied, not all readouts come up, some blank. Can't reset. 

3. 

Loss of clock input to U2 on display board. 

U2 shorted - Pin 15 on display board. 

When locating Forward,# coincidence causes both reels to lock up. 
Won't locate reverse direction. 

C3 shorted on processor board. 

4. Resets to all S's. Can enter some #'s OK, others come out as S's. 

Ul on display board bad. 

5. Both IOOtors hard on when located number comes up. Hi tension with# 
coincidence. Tracks selected to Record may go into Record and switch to 
input. 

Loss of +28V from logic board (interface bad). 

6. Both motors buzz when put into Standby. 

Power supply bad. CRl shorted and damaged 
C6 - 13000uf. 






